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HONOLULU to LOS ANGELES on a 38 Ft SLOOP
By D/Lt/C Ernst G Hofmann, JN
A May 1993 phone call from Hawaii by his son started the ball rolling. A month later
Ernst was on a one-way flight to Honolulu to become Perestroika’s oldest and least
experienced crew to help deliver her to California for the TransPac race. Delayed
first by emergency repairs of a crack in the mast and then by superstition, she finally
set sail for a sixteen-day voyage to Los Angeles whose occasional boredom was
interrupted by rough seas (i.e. emptying of stomachs), a comatose SSB radio, a balky
diesel requiring underway repairs (a
mundane toilet paper core and duct
tape did the trick), a temperamental
GPS and a nasty storm (more hanging
over the sides). But in the end, 2410
nm later, all ended well while
averaging 151 nm per day.
Come and attend the N Club meeting
and take in a little bit about sailing
and several other almost related
topics.
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Where Can I Find a Navigation Class?
Junior Navigation
Cocoa Beach SPS had a class underway as of May 20, 2012 and Is considering a
JN class in 2013 or 2014.
Navigation- not reported

Junior Navigation 2007 Course Description
Junior Navigation is the first in a two-part program of study in offshore navigation,
followed by the Navigation course. It is designed as a practical "how to" course.
Subject matter includes: Precise time determination; Use of the Nautical Almanac;
Taking sextant sights of the sun; Reducing sights to establish lines of position; Special
charts and plotting sheets for offshore navigation; Offshore navigational routines for
recreational craft.

Navigation 2009 Course Description
After Junior Navigation, this course is the second part of the study of offshore
navigation, further developing the student's understanding of celestial navigation theory.
This Navigation 2009 course deals with learning celestial positioning using other bodies,
in addition to positioning using the sun (covered in the Junior Navigation course). This
course also deals with electronic software tools that can be used to plan and execute an
offshore voyage. You will first learn to reduce these sights by the Law of Cosines
method. Later in the course, you will learn an additional method of sight reduction, the
Nautical Almanac Sight Reduction (NASR) method. You will also learn about sight
planning techniques. With that knowledge, you will have the tools to take sights and
complete your Navigation Sight Folder. The course includes a chapter on using a
software-based voyage planning tool and a navigation program. The final chapter of the
course contains a Practice Cruise that ties the separate elements of the course together.
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Junior Navigation Course Update
The Junior Navigation course has been updated and is now being shipped from Headquarters. This
updated course, identified as Junior Navigation 2012 on the inside front cover of the text, is the first
revision of the course since it was completely re-written in 2007.
The changes in the revised text are not major, so you do not need to destroy any Junior Navigation
2007 text you may have on hand at the Squadron. The primary changes in the course include:
• Correcting typos and expanding the explanations of several concepts presented in the text,
including adding, or expanding, some examples.
• Explanations dealing with sight reductions and the Navigational Triangle have been revised to
refer to the ‘reference position’, with the note that ‘in our case, the reference position is the DR
position’.
• All reference to “Maptech” and the “Maptech CD” have been removed from the course.
• Since the Coastal Piloting courses have returned to the practice of recording Speed to a
precision of one decimal place (instead of just two significant digits), the updated Junior
Navigation course includes this change.
• Sight Error (SErr), which had been first introduced in the Navigation course, is now included
in the Junior Navigation course.
The major change instructors will see in the course is less emphasis on using celestial to ‘check’ the
GPS. The premise in the revised course is that the navigator should use celestial techniques to keep in
practice in the event one loses the GPS for whatever reason. All sight reductions are from the DR
position, except for the ‘occasional’ instance when the navigator wants to check his/her sight-taking
accuracy; in that case, the sight is reduced using the GPS position coordinates (with the resulting
intercept called Sight Error). The student will continue to maintain a DR track, and determine the DR
position needed for the sight reductions. The most extensive ‘text’ changes will be seen in the Practice
Cruise, where many of the GPS positions were removed (which previously led students to reduce sights
from those GPS position rather than determining the appropriate DR position), knotmeter log values
were corrected, and the Practice Cruise slightly shortened.
The Offshore Navigation Committee is now working on updating the associated Power Points for the
classroom presentations, the Instructor Manual, and the Junior Navigation exams. The updated Power
Points will primarily require addition of the new or expanded examples, so it is anticipated that this
update will be available in the near-term. The Junior Navigation exams will be revised by the time the
Squadrons that were shipped the revised JN course order their exams. The Instructor Manual will be
the last item to be updated. In the near-term, the revised Power Point Classroom CD will be shipped
with the ‘old’ Instructor Manual, until the Instructor Manual can be updated.
Sometime in late 2012, the Offshore Navigation Committee will work on updating the current
Navigation course.
Submitted by Ann Fields, SN
Offshore Navigation Committee
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HAVERSINE NAVIGATION
By Kenneth D. Peters, N
Ken learned the ropes of boating as a youth on the Chesapeake Bay and the waters of
New Jersey in and on the Navesink and Shrewsbury rivers. He is a Marine Engineering
graduate of the State University of New York - Maritime College. Ken has sailed on his
Coast Guard license and served a tour of active sea duty with the United States Navy.
On his return to civilian life he constructed his own auxiliary sailboat; Ark was a strip
planked Sam Rabl designed Picaroon II. He and his first mate, Mary joined the
Shrewsbury Power Squadron where each earned the grade of Navigator. In moving to
Miami he continued with the Miami Power Squadron and was the founding Vice
Commander of the Cutler Cove Power Squadron. Later moving onto the Palm Beach
Power Squadron, Ken served as Squadron Educational Officer. They taught their three
sons to sail aboard their auxiliary sloop Vega in the Atlantic, Bahamas, and the Florida
Keys.
Arriving on Merritt Island with ocean access limited they both became pilots. Today
they sail their small day sailor Fish Fry and crew aboard Sunchaser along with
chartering in the Caribbean.
Ken is on the Executive Committee of the Banana River SPS and is active teaching ABC3,
Jr Safe Boating, AP and Sail.

Abstract
This is to provide a practical means for cruise planning using either the computer
spreadsheet, the hand held calculator, or applications (apps) available for the iPhone or
iPad.

Background
Shortly after achieving the grade of Navigator with the Shrewsbury River Power
Squadron in April of 1962, I took an active interest in the mathematics of sight
reduction that went beyond the methods of HO 211 and HO 214. Preferring analytic
vice graphic voyage planning provided the motive for these studies. Please remember
that this was done before the computer, GPS, and even the most basic hand held
calculator.
The spherical trigonometry equations taught left an ambiguity when the initial course
was close to due east or west. Haversines resolved this issue. Today there are dozens
of websites that will give you the course and distance between two points on the earth
given the Latitude and Longitude of each; therefore I am going to limit this to a simple
definition of the haversine and practical topics for cruise planning with the spreadsheet
on the computer and solutions on the handheld calculator as well as on the iPhone and
iPad.
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The Haversine
The haversine is half a versed sine. The versed sine appeared in early trig tables but is
no longer used. The versed sine or versine is 1 – cosine (Θ). Thus by definition
Haversine (Θ) = sin (Θ/2)2 = (1 – cosine (Θ)) / 2
Now we will apply this to our spherical trig application to determine the course and
distance between two points.

Haversine Equations for Spherical Navigation
D = acos(1 – 2 * havD), where
havD = hav(CoLA - CoLB) + SinCoLA * SinCoLB * havDLo
C = acos(1 – 2 * havC), where
havC = (havCoLB - hav(CoLA - D)) / (sinCoLA * sinD)

Assumptions
The earth is a perfect sphere. This is accurate for the purpose of cruise planning
within a reasonable area, e.g. Bahamas or Eastern Caribbean.
Neglecting the fact that the earth is an oblate spheroidal can result in errors of
typically less than 0.5%; this is not significant for our purposes.
The spreadsheet and handheld calculator implementations shown here are valid only for
the northwestern quadrasphere.

Implementations
1. Spreadsheet
The Microsoft Excel workbook consists of several worksheets:
•

BB Navigation – This is the example using a portion of the Bowditch Bay chart
featuring a fictitious April Fool’s Day race both clockwise and counterclockwise
around a set of four waypoints. (See Figures I & II)

•

BBdata - This feed contains the waypoint data for the preceding worksheet.
Items in the waypoint column are to be sorted alphabetically from A-Z; waypoint
names must contain no spaces. (See Figure III)

•

HaversinePlot – Worksheet to show that the haversine function is continuous over
the range from 00 through 1800. (See Figure IV)

•

MI Navigation - This worksheet and the one below are for trip planning in and
about the Merritt Island area.

•

MIdata – Contains several user defined waypoints including those used recently
for sailboat racing.
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•

VI Navigation - This worksheet and the one below are for trip planning in and
about the British Virgin Islands.

•

VIdata – Contains many waypoints from several sources. Most are from THE
CRUISING G UIDE TO THE VIRGIN ISLANDS, by Nancy & Simon Scott, 15th Edition 
2011-2012.

•

HavNavHP15C -

•

Conversion - this worksheet and the following one were used for data conversion
while planning a cruise in and about the British Virgin Islands.

•

MapTechData

Figure I, Haversine Navigation Example, Bowditch Bay April Fool’s Day Race
The magnetic courses were created for a fictitious race; both clockwise and
counterclockwise were calculated using the workbook. Figure II shows the part of the
worksheet BB Navigation that was used to create the counterclockwise courses. The
distances between waypoints were also calculated in this worksheet.
The first step in cruise planning is to populate the data worksheet with your waypoints,
their description, and their latitude and longitude. The navigation she requires that
latitude and longitude be supplied in format DD.dddd. You may choose to enter them
directly into columns C and D in that format or use column see through H to aid you.
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What is your data worksheet is populated you may now proceed to the navigation sheet
where you simply enter your waypoints in rows one and two along with the magnetic
variation in row 12. As you enter this data into the white spaces yellow shaded areas
will show your results; the gray areas are for intermediate calculations. Once you have
downloaded your HaversineNavigatiion.xlsx workbook you may explore it to see what is
calculated in each cell.

Figure II, Part of Worksheet BB Navigation

Figure III, Worksheet BBdata
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Figu
0
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Figure IV, Plot of Sine, Cosine, & Haversine (0 to 360 )

2. Calculator
The equations shown earlier are easily implemented into any handheld calculator with
memory storage. I have chosen to show an application using the HP 15C calculator that
uses RPN. This particular device has an app for use on the iPhone and iPad.
Interestingly it is easier to use on an iPad then it is on the actual calculator as the
keypad is large.
You only have to program your device once. After that enter the latitude and longitude
for the first waypoint into registers 5 and 6 in the DD.dddd format. Follow this with
the latitude and longitude for the second waypoint into registers8 & 9.
Enter the magnetic variation for the area to register zero. Press label a to return the
initial true course into registered to and the distance nautical miles in register three.
They will also be in the X and Y registers respectively.
Press label be to return the initial magnetic course into register one. It will also be in
the X register at this time.
Haversine navigation with the calculator is more cumbersome and less fast then the
Excel workbook method but when available on your cell phone it makes up for these
deficiencies with its convenience.
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Figure V, View of the HavNav worksheet with programming steps and instructions

Definitions/Abbreviations/Acronyms
ahav

ArcHaversine (angle whose haversine is.. .)

Cos

Cosine

DLo

Difference in Longitude

Hav

Haversine

LA

Latitude point A

LB

Latitude point B

LoA

Longitude point A

LoB

Longitude point B

RPN

Reverse Polish Notation

Sin

Sine

Websites of interest:
Download your copy of Haversine Navigation.xlsx.
Calculate distance, bearing and more between Latitude/Longitude points: http://www.movabletype.co.uk/scripts/latlong.html
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o table 34
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Minutes of the St. Johns N Club
March 3, 2012
31 members in attendance
Invocation given by P/D/C George Ammon, SN
Presentation: “Around the World on a 47 foot Ketch”
By Mary McClead
Meeting called to order by Captain Bud Newton 9:45 AM
Pledge of Allegiance lead by Dick Leatherman
New Member applications:
Tim Henke (249)
Jib Davidson (252)

Roy Merritt (250)
Anne Merritt (251)
Howard Nobel (253) Winifred Crawford (254)

Motion approved to accept new members.
Bob Becker
REPORTS:
Purser report:
Balance:
$2001.15
CD:
$2049.06
Expenses since last meeting NONE
We have received a new Tax exempt number.
90-0778789
Copy of the original to be submitted by purser to Secretary. The previous number was not renewed and
a new number was issued after reinstating the validity of our account.
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First officer: No Report
Committee reports: None
Audit committee: Audit completed of previous books by Clara Ross and Walter Fields. All books are
in order with signed report forthcoming.
Nominations Committee: Captain Bill Fehr
First Officer Richard Leatherman
Secretary Tim Henke
Purser George Ammon
Member At Large Ernst Hofmann
Clara Ross
A motion was made to accept the slate as presented; Secretary Joe Sackett cast the vote for all.
Congratulations to all new officers
Old Business:
A new supply of burgees will need to be ordered as the last one was sold today.
New Business:
Ernst Hofmann will be doing the Newsletter. Please forward information to him
Announcements:
None
Bud Newton was presented with a plaque honoring his service as Captain, 2010-2011. We thank you
for your service.
New Captain Fehr adjourned the Meeting at 10:25am
Submitted,
Tim Henke
Secretary,
St. Johns N Club
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From the Purser….

From the Editor….

If you haven’t paid your 2012 dues, please see me
at the upcoming District Conference in October.
For those of you not able to attend the Conference,
please mail me a check, in the amount of $5, made
payable to “St Johns N Club”, and send to:
George Ammon, 114 Martin St,
Indian Harbour Beach, FL 32937.
If you are NOT SURE whether you paid your 2012
dues already, send me an e-mail
(gmammon@juno.com.) or check with me at the
Conference so I can confirm your payment record.
I will also have the N-Club gold lapel pins, burgees,
and miniature lapel pins for sale at the Conference.
George M. Ammon, SN, Purser

In order to have a viable and
interesting St. Johns N-Club
newsletter , it will be
important to carry a variety of
articles in the Navigator’s
Notebook that relate to
navigation.
Please submit to me anything
of interest, short or long, easy
to read or mind-bending,
historical or contemporary.
Our goal is to give you more
than “just the essentials”.
Ernst Hofmann, JN; Editor
hofmanneg@juno.com

Editor’s Note:
The N-Club Newsletter is published twice each year, in
March and September.
Send your article for inclusion in the next newsletter by
mid-Jan for the March issue, and by late July for the
September issue.
Ernst Hofmann, JN
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The St. Johns N Club Officers
Captain William “Bill” Fehr, N
Bill joined the Banana River Power Squadron
in late 2005 and completed his second term
as Commander of that squadron. He is also a
member of the National Publishing
Committee, and grades AP exams as a
member of the National Inland and Coastal
Navigation Committee. Bill’s been a member
of the N-Club since 2008.
Secretary Timothy T Henke, JN
Tim came to the Harris Chain SPS D23
in 2003 from the Pittsburgh PS in
D7where he served on the Bridge. From
the beginning he became active in
education, serving as SEO and then
moving up to Commander for two terms.
He is also active in the Boat Operators
Certification Program and Vessel Safety
Inspections. His accomplishments and
dedication earned him first the Churchill
Award and then the Felmy Ford Award.
Currently he is XO for D23.
First Officer Richard A. Leatherman, SN
Since joining USPS in 1973 Dick has
accumulated an impressive record of
accomplishments. He is a Life Member with
38 merit marks: P/C of the D3 Smithtown and
Neptune squadrons, P/C of D23; DEO for four
years, SEO for eight years and also the 2005
Chapman Award winner.
Dick is a Certified Instructor and has taught S,
P, AP, JN, N, CP, IQ, SA and WX and he has
chaired the one day Boating Safety course for
the Jacksonville SPS for over 10 yrs.
Since becoming P/D/C Dick has remained
active in D23. He was Chairman of
Leadership Development/Operations Training.
Currently he is Chairman of both the D23
Membership and Nomination Committees.
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Purser George Ammon, SN
George has been a member of USPS for 34
years and has 33 merit marks. He joined the
N Club in 1983 and served as Captain in
1992. George was Commander of the
Banana River Squadron in 1983 and 84, and
D23 Commander in 1988. He also served on
the National Public Relations Committee for
many years in the 1990.

Gold Lapel pin with row of silver
stars –
Exclusively for N Club members
achieving the grade of N - $25.00

Miniature N-Club burgee lapel
pin – Exclusively for members of
the N Club - $5.00

N-Club burgee – 12”X18”.
Well made by the Prestige Flag
Company - $20.00

Order all items from Purser George Ammon, SN,
114 Martin St, Indian Harbour Beach, FL 32937.
Make checks payable to St. Johns N Club.
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